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As a result of the passage of the President's National Energy Policy Act of2005 and the State of 
California's commitment to expanding renewable energy technology and development, there has been a 
dramat~c increase in interest and filing of right-of-way applications for the development of solar, wind, 
and other renewable energy projects on public lands managed by the California Desert District of the 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM). 

Currently, the BL.M has received more than 40 solar energy development proposals and approximately 30 
wind encrgy applications, mostly for testing. Applications related to wind energy are primarily for a 
three-year testing right-of-way, where only meteorological (anemometer) towers would be authorized. 
Based on the results of testing, it is possible that many of these wind energy applications could lead to 
proposals for full development of energy projects. Some companies have filed multiple applications, and 
in some areas, proposals involve overlapping applications from different companies. As applications have 
been received, the total acreage involved has tluctuated, but generally has totaled 400,000 acres or more 
of public lands in the Califomia Desert. At tlus point, many of these applications can best be described as 
"cxpressions of interest," as most of these applications do not provide specific development details at this 
point. Actual development proposals are anticipated to be retined and become more focused, eventually 
involving less acreage, and it is possible that some applicants may withdraw their applications. For 
successful proposals that would be granted approval and a right-of-way, BLM will issue rights-of-way for 
(he smallest economically feasible acreage to minimize visual and environmental impacts. 

It is BLM's goal to be proactive in responding to demands for alternative energy projects while protecting 
the environment. Our efforts will be acheved through a coordinated, consistent approach to processing 
applications across all BLM field offices in southern California. In September of 2002, the Governor of 
Califomia signed legislation creating California's renewable portfolio standard (RPS),requiring electricity 
sellers to increase their procurement of eligible renewable energy resources by at least one percent 
annually, so that 20 percent comes from these resources by 2017. In the Energy Action Plan adopted in 
May of 2003. the target date was accelerated to 2010. Eligible renewable energy sources include solar. 
wind. and geothermal. The development of energy projects on public lands in the Califomia desert is 
considered instrumental in achieving the RPS goal. The BL,M in Califomia is helping to meet renewable 
energy needs through geothermal, wind, solar and biomass public land resources and will continue to play 
a critical role in transmission of that energy through power lines and pipelines that crisscross the state. 
Both the ability to transmit adequate electrical power to all of southern California's communities, 
including periods of peak demand, and the reliability of power supply are key concerns that BLM- 
administered lands must help meet. 
























